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rvrequested my comment On this and we see
no objections - concur with the rewrite.
As indicated in the Special Group
Minutes, Defense is suppose to come in
with their comments on the State , Department's draft at the next meeting. This
will probably come through Zd Lansdale is shop which is the focal point for 5412 group
activities for Mr. Gilpatric. ..
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When the Discoverer programme originally announced in
Nom/Mbar l958 item stated that much of the data empected to be
obtained !remit, such as the results of bionelicsalflights, would

be of general scientific interest, would be unclassified, and the
results released to the world. This has been dose. Results which
would be highly significant for the &malevolent of later systems
and techniques for space navigation and other objectives involving

national security. have nabwallybeen classified and not given public
release.
We long ago announced our intention to develop photographic
potentialities from satellites and many of the results have been
released to the world. Apart of the research and development of
this nature is also vital to the design and operation of future
satellite systems and naturally has been classified and not given
public release. The Discoverer satellite, Mose recoverable capsule
reentered the atmosphere and . appmmoralarmes retrieved by the authorcontained such photographic equipment,
ities of
including a system for takingpdeturea of the earth's surface and
its cloud cover. This contributed to a variety of scientific
purposes, including lb, stair at wsatbsr sad the inpronseset of
mos.

Is this eamssettsss Its80vist'llsi1a SSs* this age dsvolailmt
a ospsbiliir for satellite photography and denominated this by

taking pietnres of the tenk_side of the man. The Soviet VOLOM
has not disclosed which of its other satellites orbiting over

other countries contained photographic apparatus nor has the
Soviet Union released the results of any such photography.
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